Zurn has developed a patented solution to prevent drains from being knocked out of position, floating, tilting, or falling over during the installation process. The Zurn stabilizing system can secure your drain either to your stub out pipe, sub floor, or your structural deck. This allows you to pre-assemble the drain to a known rough-in height away from the job if desired. You can then quickly and easily place and level the drain in the exact spot on the job, saving valuable time and labor costs. The secured drain reduces liability from drypack and grout holding the drain in place, which could potentially cause the drain body to break free resulting in a leak path.

Please request Zurn for all of your Specification Drainage needs.

The following options are available:

- Z400-SR Stabilizing Ring for 8-3/8” floor drain for stub out installation.
- Z1035 Stabilizer Plate for 8-3/8” floor drain and Z1400-K cleanout for sub floor installation.
- Z1035-Q Stabilizer Plate for 8-3/8” floor drain and Z1400-K cleanout for structural deck installation.
- Z1036 Stabilizer Plate for 12” and 15” sub floor installation.
- Z1903 Stabilizer Plate for Z1900 A.R.E floor sink and Z1750 stainless floor sinks for sub floor installation.